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when people declare that x-force are an 'established team,' they're usually referring to them as the 'original' team. because of their extensive involvement in the original secret wars event, the x-men justifiably have a claim to that name. and x-force certainly take their title as a claim to originality seriously. but x-force have
clearly been around for a long time. and one of the things that makes their line so cohesive and distinctive is that they can seem like separate teams to the uninitiated, even if they actually always operate as a single group. in their very first appearance, the x-men didn't realize what they had, despite the work of jazzy / ghastly

to show them. they did think they could fight the x-men, but only until the transformed beast could reach them. how their heroes reacted is one of the most important things about x-force, because it showed them the extent to which their actions had consequences for others. with the x-men so focused on their own internal
discussions, many x-force members fell unconscious, or worse, to mutant self-healing. even though their goal was to kill them and harvest their power, it still bothered them when they woke up. at this point, they were called the 198, at a conference in the titular x-force headquarters. we don't know how many of them there are,
or how they recruit. but it was just enough to make it worthwhile. and more importantly, it was enough to result in the x-men (and the secret avengers) to rescue them from the o*n*e. their first mission was to protect magneto, because of his absence they knew how dangerous he could be, and they did. as soon as they did, he

started causing havoc, and they basically had to chase him across the entire universe to stop him.
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but omega red was not about to be distracted by their first mission. so, armed with a bio-bomb and some blocks of c-4, he made a break for it and started to get away. when he reached an opening in the floor, a generator's power started up and it sent a surge of power into the floor and up through the opening. then, omega red
disappeared. while cyclops got the rest of the x-men out, beast and the rest of the 198 had a nasty run-in with the omega red clones. one of them, now completely powered-up, began taking down the mutant guards by using his long tentacles. and another omega red was able to hack into the prison's computer system and

release the mutants that had been sealed away from their active powers. of course, this also caused chaos within the prison and several fights broke out, but something even worse happened. the omega red clones reached the weakened mutant that was frozen in place, and they started attacking him. and when they succeeded
in breaking him out and getting to the x-man, they set off all the triggers inside him and he lost control. this caused the x-man to start attacking anyone around him. even poor cyclops. and then to make matters even worse, the x-men left to find the x-force. they also left the omega red clones to continue to wreak havoc. cyclops

did manage to get help from an unexpected direction, as the x-men arrived in the nick of time to knock out the omega red clones. but now the x-men had to deal with the wall of fire and a smoking radioactive site. and once they thought the danger was over, they saw that not only was the radioactive site still very much alive,
but that omega red had also managed to get a hold of cyclops, and the mutant began attacking the others. 5ec8ef588b
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